
i . . f RECORD OF DECISION
REMEDIAL ALTERNATIVE SELECTION

SITE: Tyboucs Corner Landfill, New Castle County, Delaware.

Documents Reviewed!

Documents which describe the analysis of cost-effectiveness and • ,
feasibility of remedial alternatives for the Tybouts Corner Landfill
have been reviewed. Meetings to discuss these remedial alternatives
have also been conducted with the State, responsible parties and the
general public. I have been briefed by ny staff on the documents and
the meetings and they form the principal basis for ny decision.

- Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study Report, Volumes I-V,
Tybouts Corner Landfill, New Castle County, Delaware, June - 1985,
prepared by NUS Corporation.

- Hork Plan for Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of
Alternatives, Tybouts Corner Landfill, New Castle County, Delaware,
August - 1983, prepared by NUS Corporation.

- Remedi'al Action Master Flan and Project Hork Statements for
Tybouts Corner Landfill, New Castle County, Delaware, December -
1982, prepared by R.E. Hrlght Associates, Inc. ' '

- Meetings with Delaware Department -of Natural Resources and -:;.,,
Environmental Control. • '•>

- Meetings with technical and legal staff representing the group of
potentially responsible parties.

- Public meetings to discuss the alternatives

- Letter, dated Nov. 21, 1985, to Judith A. Dorsey from George J.
Weiner, and attached "Preliminary Agreement for Tybouts Corner
Remedial Action Plan".

Description o; the Selected Remedy!

1} The west fill will be excavated and consolidated with the
main till. Excavation will Include all municipal and industrial
wastes us well as contaminated subsoils. The amount of
contaminated subsoil to be removed will be based on a site-
specific chemical fate and transport analysis. This analysis
will be conducted to ensure that no soil remains in place which
could cause ground water contamination to exceed the standards
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"•> ',~ established in this Record of Decision. The excavated area
will be backfilled with suitable clean fill material.

2) A multi-layered cap that complies with RCRA will be placed
over the consolidated main fill area to significantly reduce or
eliminate the vertical infiltration of precipitation.

3) A subsurface drain or trench system will be installed to prohibit
continued lateral migration of ground water through the fill and
to collect existing leachate from the fill, The multi-layered
cap and the subsurface drain/trench system together are intended to
dewater the consolidated fill. This ground water diversion system
and multi-layered cap will be maintained until they are no longer
needed.

4) The offsice plume of contaminated ground water In the Upper
Hydrologlc Zone (U11Z) of the Potomac Hill be pumped and treated
or otherwise disposed of, either onsite or offslte. During the
pumping, institutional controls will be utilized to prevent use
of contaminated ground water,

The goal of the offslte ground water treatment will be to reduce
the level of contaminants to 100 ppb of total volatile organics
with separate standards for cancer-causing contaminants. The levels
for these specific substances are listed In the body of the

, Recommended Alternative, and are selected to meet a l(T/t cancer risk
level at the boundary of the landfill property,. • A 10"* level was
selected because it is not technically feasible to attain the 10"6
risk level. EPA will evaluate ground water contamination levels
after three, six and ten years of,'pumping and treating. If the
standards are met at any of the evaluation points, pumping will
be discontinued. If, after a ten-year pumping period, standards
have still not been met, EPA will evaluate the technical feasibility
of neeting the standards and set new ones if necessary. Pumping
may be terminated if it is shown Chat no reasonable modification
of the pumping system would produce significant Improvement.
EPA will then examine the need for additional monitoring locations.
to assure that the Influence of any offslte production well
will not cause the remaining contaminated ground water from
Tybouts Corner Landfill to migrate away from the site.

5) Contaminated water generated by excavation, construction, sub-
surface drainage system collection and ground water pumping will
either be sent to a local sewage treatment plant offslte, or
treated onsite. It is possible that a. combination of these two
treatment systems and locations will be used. All treated water
will meet NPDES standards before disposal to surface waters,
including any pretreatment requirements if the sewage treatment
is utilized, All waters will be disposed of in compliance with
local, state and federal law.
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3.

6) A health and safety plan will be Implemented for all activities
described in this Record of Decision. During excavation and
construction activities, air monitoring will be conducted to
ensure the safety of the onsite workers as well as to protect
the residents living nearby the excavated areas.

7) A monitoring program will be established to ensure that ground
water quality, surface water quality, the multi-layer cap and
air quality are maintained.

Declarations

Consistent with the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) (42 U.S.C. 55 9601-9657) and the National
Contingency Flan (40 CFR Part 300), I have determined that the remedial
action described above, together with proper operation and maintenance,
constitute a cost-effective remedy which mitigates and minimizes damage
to public health, welfare, and the environment. The remedial action
minimizes or eliminates the threat of further contamination to the ground
water and the environment. The Delaware Department of Natural Resources
and Environmental Control has been consulted and agrees with the approved
remedy. These activities will be considered the approved action and
eligible for Trust Fund monies.

, '..I have determined that'the action being taken is appropriate when
balanced against the availability of Trust Fun^ monies for use ,81 other
sites.

tfate/ If James M. Self
'Regional Administrator

EPA Region HI
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,-~
! Summary of Remedial Alternative Selection

Tybouts Corner Landfill
__< —————————————————————————————————————

Si te Location and Description

The Tybouts Corner Landfill site is located in northern Delaware,
New Castle County, approximately ten miles south of Hilmlngton and a few
miles west of the Delaware River.

The site was originally a sand and gravel pit. When the landfill began to
operate, plans Indicate that no clay liner or other impervious material
was placed below the fill and no impervious cap was placed on top of the
fill following abandonment. The thickness of the fill ranges from
approximately 5 to 40 feet. •

The landfill consists of two fill areas. The main fill is about 47 acres
in size and Is located near the confluence of Pigeon Run and Red Lion.
Creek, in a triangular area northeast of Pigeon Run, between U.S. Route
13 and State Route 71. A smaller fill area, estimated to be about four
acres, is located just west of Pigeon Run. Figure 1 shows the approximate
limits of the two fill areas. ,

The main landfill surface is relatively flat, and slopes to the
south toward Red Lion Creek. The smaller landfill, located west of
Pigeon Run (referred to as the "west landfill" in 'this 'document) is very .
flat and also drains to Red Lion Creek.\

Pigeon Run is a small stream that is a tributary to Red Lion Creek.
Pigeon Run flows along the western perimeter of the main landfill and
intermittently receives surface runoff and leachate from the landfill.

' Red Lion Creek is located about 500 feet south of both the main and
western fills and flows from west to east. Red Lion Creek widens
immediately downstream from the main landfill, forming a broad marsh and
backwater area of the Delaware River. The creek enters the Delaware
River approxlmately.^mlleB downstream from the site. Red Lion Creek
receives surface runoff" and leachate from the main landfill,

The entire site property is surrounded by privately owned, residential
property and industry-owned property. Six private homes are located
directly adjacent to the site property line along the northeast boundary
of the main landfill. There are two residences on the east side of Route 13,
about 300 to 500 feet from the eastern edge of the site, as shown in
Figure 2. The well for these residences is contaminated. One residence
la located about 150 feet northeast of the site. The well for this
residence is also contaminated. There are approximately 34 other residences
within one-half mile of the site.

„ ....
' ' ''
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7.

The landfill is located in an area where extensive development
of ground water resources has occurred for both municipal use and
for large industrial facilities (see Figure 3). The site is located
in Red Lion Creek drainage basin, and the Delaware River is about
two miles downstream from the site. The area along the Delaware
River has been developed by the oil and chemical Industries. Facilities
Include those operated by Texaco (formerly Qetty) Oil, Diamond Shamrock,
'Formosa Plastics, Stauffer Chemical, and Standard Chlorine, all of
which are located within two miles of the site to the east and southeast.
A tract of property on the east side of Route ,13, directly east of
the landfill, is owned by Texaco. The tract is"currently leased for
farming.

Site History

Tybouts Corner Landfill was used by the New Castle County Department
of Public Works as a municipal sanitary landfill for the disposal of •
municipal and domestic refuse from December 1968 until July of 1971.
In addition, industrial wastes were disposed there during the active
life of the landfill. These Industrial wastes Included trichloroethylene,
vinyl chloride, 1.2-dichloroethane, benzene, and various other organic
and Inorganic chemicals. •

The Tybouts Corner Landfill Site is ranked as the Number 2 site
on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Priorities
List, and Is 'designated by Delaware as its top priority site. The site,
achieved its ranking because of the threat of contamination of the regional
aquifer^which is the primary source of water In this region of Delaware.

The first occurrence of contamination of 'a wat;er well' was reported
by the Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control
(DNREC) In May 1976 when a private, domestic water well owned by Sarah
Wagner was tested and found to be contaminated by organic compounds.
The Wagner well was located about 400 feet east of the main landfill
perimeter as shown on Figure 2. A second private, domestic water well,
located 150 feet north of the landfill and owned by Leo Woytko, was
also found to be contaminated, as Indicated, by testing performed by
EPA in 1983 and 1984. The Wagner well was abandoned and has since
collapsed. The Woytko well water was treated by the owner at his own
expense prior to its abandonment. No other water supply wells have
been contaminated by the site to date.

The Remedial Investigation (RI) for the Tybouts Corner Landfill
Site was initiated to determine the impact of the landfill on public
health and the environment, focusing on the local and regional ground
water systems. The main concern was that hazardous substances that
were disposed in the landfill were contaminating the ground water
system.

m
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9.

The geologic and ground water investigations of the RI were performed
in three phases. The initial phase was to determine the general character
of the geology and ground water at the site and to determine if contamination
could be reaching the regional aquifer. The second phase was to determine
the detailed geology and potential for ground water contamination in the
shallower aquifers that lie above the regional aquifer in the Immediate
vicinity of the landfill. The third phase was to determine the character
of ground water contamination, the extent of contamination, and the
potential for the contaminants to spread further in the regional aquifer.

In the summer of 1984, EPA Initiated a Focused Feasibility Study to
evaluate possible water supply alternatives for the residences near the
Tybouts Corner Landfill. By July 1984, the alternatives were presented
to the public for comment. On September 13, 1984, the Regional
Administrator signed a Record of Decision to install a public water
supply line for the residences that had contaminated wells, as well as
for the residences whose wells were potentially threatened.

Enforcement History

In October of 1980, the United States filed suit against New Castle
County, Stauffer Chemical Company and HiAllan Ward under section 7003
of RCRA, seeking injunetive relief to abate an endangerment presented by
disposal of wastes at Tybouts Corner Landfill. In March of 1982, the
United States amended its complaint to include a request for injunctlve
action under section 106 of CERCLA. The sl,te was .listed on EPA's
National Priorities List, and the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility , '•,,

•Study (RI/FS) process was-begun in early 1983. ' • •
KHaving expended considerable investigative funds on the site by . '

April of 1984, the United States once again amended its complaint, .-|;
to Include a cost recovery count under section 107 of CERCLA. At the
same time, it joined ICI Americas as an additional defendant.

Two partial consent decrees have been signed in the litigation
to date, The first was a consent decree between William Ward and EPA
regarding payment by Ward of money and services to EPA for performance
of the RI/FS. The second was between EPA and three of the defendants
(New Castle County, Stauffer and Hard) for. installation of public water
for residences in the vicinity of the landfill. (Because the wells on
two private properties had already been contaminated and were unusable,
a Focus Feasibility Study was completed and implemented prior to
completion of'the remainder of the RI/FS).

In June of 1984, a third-party complaint was filed by Stauffer
against the State of Delaware and two corporations. In April and
May of 1985, ICI, New Castle County and Stauffer filed third-party
complaints against over twenty additional corporations. The third- .
party complaints seek contribution for cleanup costs. nA*ft'?

vjv"
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10.

'—•, As the third-party search and joinder by defendants was progressing,
\~ EPA and three of the defendants conducted negotiations on a cleanup

remedy for the landfill. In December of 1985, a preferred alternative
for cleanup was put out for comment by the public. A preliminary
agreement between EPA and the defendants on Implementation of EPA's
preferred alternative was provided to the court. Once the Record of
Decision selecting the final cleanup remedy is signed, negotiations
for a private cleanup by defendants/third-party defendants will begin.

Current Status

The following points summarize the findings of the Remedial
Investigation (RI) regarding geology, hydrogeology, and contamination
leveln in the landfill, ground water, surface water, sediments and wild
life.

Findings of the RI

1) The main threat posed by Tybouts Corner Landfill is contamination
of local and regional aquifers that are a main source of water for the
region.

2) The uppermost zone of ground water in the vicinity of the landfill
is called the Columbia Aquifer; the base of the main fill (the landfill is
unlined) sits in this aquifer.

3) The zone of ground water below the Columbia is called .the
Upper Hydrologlcal Zone (UHZ) of the Potomac. In the area of 'the

! main fill, there is a silt layer which separates the base of the fill from '"
i the UHZ of the Potomac, but'this silt layer has some "windows" and the silt

layer "pinches out" to the north/northeast. The west fill area., sits
directly in the UHZ of the Potomac.

4) Ground water passing laterally through the fill, areas creates a
hazardous leachate which enters the ground water aquifers and also j H'

• creates surface seeps which enter the surface waters around the site. •—- | •!'•'
K;

5) In addition, the surface capping on the landfill does not prevent j
rainfall from entering the landfill vertically; the rainfall picks up |,
landfill contaminants as it passes through the fill and combines with' i '•
the ground water that is passing through the landfill'.-- b;

6) The plume in the Columbia Aquifer flows to the southeast, with }!•'•'
a small flow towards the north. The southeast portion flows under US
Route 13 and eventually outcrops and seeps into a limited area of the
Red Lion Creek Swamp.

7) The contamination in the UHZ of the Potomac flows southeast
under US Route 13, The plume has not yet crossed under Red Lion Creek.

00001,0
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8) The contaminated ground water plumes have migrated between
400-800 ft. from the site.

9) The UHZ of the Potomac Aquifer is a discontinuous layer of
sandy lenses, separated by clay, that are Interconnected. There are
two sand layers within the UHZ, the PI Sand and the P2 Sand. The thickness
of the PI Sand varies, being very thin under the main fill and opening
up and getting thicker toward the southeast. As the PI Sand thickens,
its potential for water production Increases, making it an increasingly
valuable resource at greater distances from the landfill.

10) It is the PI Sand of the .UHZ that the landfill has contaminated.
The PI Sands are the major pathway of environmental concern because of the
potential to reach or become a public water supply in the future.

11) The P2 Sand is the major water resource in the region. The fact
that the P2 Sand is hydraulically connected to the contaminated PI Sand
makes the P2 Sand a pathway of environmental concern as well.

Geology

The geology at the site is described by three formations; the
Columbia, the Merchantville and the Potomac. The Columbia Formation is
the uppermost geological unit, which generally lies about 20 feet mean
sea level (MSL). This formation consists of a brown to yellow-brown
silty sand, and sand and gravel. The Columbia was mined for sand and
gravel at Tybouts Corner Landfill and municipal and industrial wastes ' • '
were placed in the mined area.' The Merchantville Formation beneath the
site consists of a dark gray, micaceous, glauconltlc sandy silt. The
Merchantville Formation and underlying silt "pinches out" north northeast,
and west of the landfill. The Merchantville Formation is also missing in
the viclnlnty of well TV-311, where it was removed either naturally, or
by excavation. The extent of the removal at well location TY-311 is
unknown, and was estimated for the RI/FS ground water modeling. The
Potomac consists of variegated, red, gray and white clay containing
yellow-brown sllty sand bedb that vary in thickness and lateral extent.
The top of the Potomac Formation is a sand bed designated as the Potomac
No. 1 sand which ranges from less than 10 feet to about 20 feet thick
beneath the main fill and becomes significantly thicker to the southeast.
The Potomac No. 2 Sand lies beneath'the No. 1 Sand with a clay bed,
designated the A clay, which separates the two sand beds. However, the ..
A clay Is not continuous and the Potomac No. 1 sand merges with the No. 2
sand where the A clay "pinches out." This type of interconnection of
the sand beds is common within the Potomac Formation.

Hydrogeology

The ground water flow systems beneath and around the Tybouts Corner
Landfill site include those in the Columbia and the Potoraac Formations, ,, «Qfl
which are distinct, but at the same time, interrelated. The ground water QQ4*
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12.

flow system in the Columbia Formation is the uppermost system and intersects
the landfill. The Columbia Aquifer is sometimes referred to as the "water
table" aquifer. The ground water flow system in the Potomac Formation is
often separated from the Columbia Aquifer by a low permeability sandy
silt, the Merchantville Formation which, impedes but does not totally
eliminate downward migration of ground water. In some areas, the intervening
Merchantville "pinches out" and two separate aquifers combine to form one
hydraullcally continuous aquifer. However, where the Merchantville is
present, ground water in the Columbia Formation tends to be perched and
flows laterally. Ground water flow directions in the Columbia Aquifer .
were determined from the ground water elevations. The contours on Figure
4 show that ground water moves laterally frqra the Columbia Formation into
the landfill from the northeastern side of the fill. Ground water flow
also moves from the landfill into the Columbia Formation in the northern
and southeastern directions.

The Potomac Formation aquifer consists of discontinuous sand beds
within a silt and clay matrix. The first two sand beds encountered in
the Upper Hydrogeologlc Zone of the Potomac Formation, beneath and around
the site, were evaluated during this Investigation, and are referred to
as the Potomac No. 1 Sand and the Potomac No. 2 Sand.

The Potomac No._.L-Sand (PI) exists in a confined or semi-confined
ground water condition depending upon the location at and around the site.
The PI Sands occur Immediately below and in contact with the Merchantville
where the Merchantville exists, or in contact with the Columbia where the
Merchantville is absent. . •

Figure 5 shows* the ground water'elevations in the PI Sand. The
ground water flow in the PI Sand is different from that in the overlying
Columbia Formation where the Merchantville separates the two aquifers.
In areas where the Merchantville Is absent, the PI Sand and the Columbia
Formation merge, and the Columbia ground water flow becomes the same as
the PI ground'water flow. Ground water in the Fl Sand flows to the southeast
beneath the main landfill. The west landfill is located within the PI :
Sand and ground water flows generally to the south and southeast from the
west fill. ' ' ;,

Vertical ground water flow occurs from the Columbia Formation to the •
Fl Sand body along the northern edge of the landfill where the Merchancvllle !
Formation Is absent. Ground water flowing to the north from the landfill ' J1
flows downward beneath the edge of the Merchantville and reverses flow '
directions so that it flows southeast beneath the landfill. ! •

The Potomac Formation A clay, as referred to in the RI, is a tight j
clay that acts as a confining zone between the Potomac No. 1 sand (PI) '•
and the Potomac No. 2 Sand (P2). The A clay occurs beneath the entire {•'.
main landfill area, and beneath the areas to the west, north and east of
the site. The A clay is absent at the southern end of the site, where itn/i *QO i
pinches out. This is shown on Figure 6. Where the A clay is absent theQV'^ p
PI Sands and the P2 Sands merge and are hydraulically connected. i
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The P2 Sand is almost non-existent directly beneath the site, but as
it increases in thickness toward the southeast it has more potential for
ground water production.

Ground water flow in the P2 Sand is towards the southeast as indicated
by the ground water contour map shown in Figure 7. The general southeast
flow is similar to the PI Sand and appears to be the predominant direction
of flow in the UHZ beneath and around the site.

Ground Water Chemistry and Contamination

Chemical analyses of ground water from monitoring wells were performed
three times: January-February 1984, May 1984 and January 1985. The
chemical analysis Included EPA priority pollutants and hazardous substance
lint (HSL) organic and Inorganic compounds. The analyses were performed
to determine the nature and extent of contamination uf ground water from
the site.

The analyses detected volatile organic compounds in all three sand
beds (Columbia Formation, Potomac Formation No. 1 Sand and Potomac Formation -:'":
No. 2 Sand). The volatile organic compounds detected in offslte monitoring
wells are consistent with the compounds detected within the fill. The
organic contaminants most common to both the landfill monitoring wells
and the offsite monitoring wells within the three sand beds include
benzene, 1,2-dlchloroethane, chloroethane, 1,2-cransdichloroethane,
toluene, vinyl chloride, acetone,and o-xylene or total xylenea. Complete
monitoring well analytical data are provided in .the RI report Volume IV;
Tables 1-7 summarize these results. ' .

Surface Water, Sediment and Leachate Seep Chemistry and Contamination

Two surface streams receive drainage from Tybouts Corner Landfill.
Red Lion Creek is located about 400 feet south of both landfill
areas. Pigeon Run flows through the site and separates the main and west
landfill areas. Pigeon Run enters Red Lion Creek 400 feet south of the
"toe" of the main landfill and Red Lion Creek enters the Delaware River
about two miles downstream from the site. " •

Surface water and sediment samples were obtained from Pigeon Run and
Red Lion Creek. Sampling was conducted bqth upgradlent and downgradlent from
the main and west landfills. Leachate samples were also collected.

Chemical analyses for surface water samples Indicate very little, if
any, significant contamination of surface water from organic compounds
from the site. Only one positive 'detection -- of 8 ug/1 of 1,2-dlchloroe-
thane — occurred at a point downgradient from a leachate discharge.

Sediments also showed little if any detectable organic compounds
except at one point where the leachate visibly pools before it dissipates
into the swamp. Table 8 summarizes the organic compounds found in the rt .
sediments. QQ449'*
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Table 9 shows the results of chemical analyses for organic compounds
conducted on leachate samples. The results show numerous organic compounds
In the leachate, including benzene, chlorobenzene, 1,2-dlchloroethane,
chloroethane, 1,2-trans-dlchloroethane, ethylbenzene, toluene, vinyl
chloride, acetone, 2-bucanone (MEK), o-xylene, 2-hexanone, and 4-raethyl-2-
pentanone.

Endangerment and Wetlands Assessments

The major potential impact from the landfill on the ecology of
the area is the Impact of leachate contamination on Red Lion Creek Marsh
and on Pigeon Run wetlands. Analyses conducted for the RI Indicate that
organic contaminants In the creeks and wetlands at and downgradient from
the leachate seeps are not at levels considered harmful to the ecology.
Table 10 lists the range of concentrations for chemicals detected in the
leachate discharges and surface waters of Pigeon Run, Red Lion Creek, and
the unnamed tributary to Red Lion Creek, as compared to the acute and '
chronic toxlcity concentrations for freshwater aquatic life.

The discharge to Pigeon Run contains some organlcs that may be toxic
but the discharge has not degraded Pigeon Run Co the point where metals
and organics are toxic to aquatic life.

'

The unnamed tributary does not receive vlsable leachate and contained
no metals or organics that are either acutely or chronically toxic to aquatic
life. •

'The leachate discharge to Red Lion Creek enters near the Route, 13 •
'bridge in an area of marsh vegetation covered by several inches of marsh
water. Some of the vegetation is stressed directly from the reddish
brown leachate seeps. The leachate contains metals (cadmium, iron,
lead, manganese) that may be acutely or chronically toxic to aquatic
life. The discharge also contains some organic compounds at elevated
concentrations, but none exceed the level for acute or chronic toxic! ty
where values are available.

The sediments collected at the leachate discharge have a, higher '
concentration of organic compounds than the leachate itself, but the levels
were below reported toxiclty values.

The main potential impacts on ecological biota may be degradation of ••
water quality due to biological oxygen demand (BOD;;) and chemical oxygen
demand (COD) loadings, and not from the organic or Inorganic contaminants
detected onsite. The main source of 8005 and COD, in some leachaces and
ground water, would be the leachate discharged from the site. In addition,
excess nutrients in the leachates may enhance the production of algae
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with concomitant enhancement of the eutrophication process in the Red
Lion Marsh. Dissolved oxygen deficiency can limit the ecological community
in a marsh. Reconnaissance assessment of Red Lion Creek Marsh indicates
chat the landfill has not had a significant, visible, ecological impact
on the marsh. The reconnaissance assessment reports by aquatic and
terrestrial ecologists are provided in Appendix N of the RI/FS.

A draft Site Inspection Report"(U.S. EFA TDD No. F3-8212-09) prepared
by the NUS Region III Field Investigation Team (FIT) for EPA was reviewed
for this RI because the report contained information and data from samples
of the leachate discharge into Red Uon Creek that were taken in October,
1982, prior to the RI/FS Investigations Tne report mentions bioasaay
tests were performed In the leachate and Bed Lion Creek using Fathead
minnows and Daphnla ("leachate,..presumably from the Tybouts Corner
Landfill..." and from a "free-flowing section of Red Lion Creek adjacent
to Route 13 bridge..."). The report Indicates the results of testing
were Inconclusive since mortality rates of test animals may have been
caused by low levels of dissolved oxygen, by presence of toxic pollutants,
or by abnormally high levels of naturally-occurring chemicals. The
chemical analytical results from leachate at this location indicates no
significant input of priority pollutants near the Route 13 bridge, although
significant levels of lead and iron were1 found in sediment samples near
the landfill leachate, paralleling results in the RI. The sediment
data near the leachate indicate that chromium, cadmium, lead and zinc
concentrations do not exceed the reported toxicity values.

The State of Delaware performed chemical analysis on fish from the
Route 13 bridge area on Red Lion Creek on May 31, 1983. The location of
sampling is presumed to be upstream from-the point where the leachate
discharge in Red Lion Creek is located. Twelve white perch and three .
brown bullhead were collected at the Route 13 bridge. The analysis
reports 1.3 mlcrograms per gram,,.PCB and 0.1 mlcrograms per gram chloro-
benzene In the composite- white perch samples. The composite brown bullhead
samples yielded 0.35 micrograms per gram FCBs, and no chlorobenzenes, . .
were detected. The levels detected are below the FDA standards for
consumption of fish. The analysis indicated-no evidence of other purgable
organics, although the data sheets note that all data Is qualitative or
semlquantltatlve. Since FCBs are not a contaminant detected at Tybouts
Landfill, and chlorobenzene is not detected in Red Lion Creek near Tybouts
Landfill, the origin of these chemicals In the fish is not considered to
be Tyboucs." The origin of these contaminants could be other industrial
facilities which border Red Lion Creek downstream closer to the Delaware
River.
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HI
ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION

Objectives

The objectives to be achieved by the selected remedial action are:

1. to eliminate or appreciably reduce vertical Infiltration of
rainfall through the main nnd west fill areas;

2. to eliminate or control lateral migration of ground water into
the main and west fill areas; and

3. to eliminate or control the contaminated ground water presently
In the Columbia Aquifer and the UHZ of the Potomac.

Accomplishment of the first two objectives of remedial action at
Tybouta, in combination, will severely reduce or completely eliminate the
production of contaminated leachate coming from the fill materials and
entering the ground water aquifers (source control).

This source control is accomplished-in two ways. A cap over the
landfill will prevent rainfall from entering the fill vertically and gene-
rating leachate. A ground water diversion system will prevent lateral
flow of ground water through the fill.

The third objective will be accomplished by installing and operating
a system of wells to pump out the existing contaminated ground water.'',/
plume in the Potomac No.'l aand. The contaminated water will be created, ' _,,,
either onsite or offsite, to remove the hazardous materials. Monitoring
of ground water quality will ensure that contamination does not migrate ,.,,..
into usable portions of the aquifer. ' "

Review of Alternatives

The following section describes the alternatives reviewed in.the
Feasibility Study, which are divided into four groups:

A. No Action Alternative
B. West Fill Alternatives
C. Main Fill Alternatives (Includes surface 'cap, ground water

diversion and excavation)
D. Offslte ground water Alternatives

A. No Action Alternative

The FS examined the no-action alternative for'both landfills,
surface waters, sediment, the Columbia Aquifer, and the Potomac Aquifer.
A monitoring program would be implemented to detect further migration of «(% l;V
contaminants. «r_A^y" *'.''
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1
The no-action alternative for the main and west landfill sources of i'..

contamination would result in continued uncontrolled releases of hazardous 4';
chemical compounds to the major, regional aquifer; and in continued -v>:>
discharges of leachate to the streams and wetlands around the site. j

This alternative ie unnacceptable because it would not meet the goals
of CERCLA and would not comply with other environmental regulations.

B. West Fill Alternatives

Bl) West Fill Surface Cap, Ground Water Barrier, Pump, and Treat
(Encapsulation) • ;•'.'•

This alternative involves surrounding the site with a ground water
barrier, such as a slurry wall or sheet pile wall, to prevent lateral
ground water flow through the landfill, and installing a surface cap and
gas venting system to prevent surface water infiltration. These two
actions will essentially isolate the landfill; however, since there may
be some leakage through the barrier and the cap, a pump will be Installed
in the fill to pump out excess water. This water will have to be treated
onsite or disposed of properly offslte. Figure 8 is a conceptual diagram
of the cap, harrier, pump and treatment alternative as applied to the west
landfill.

B2) Excavate Heat Fill. Place.on Main Landfill

Excavation .and removal of the cpntamlnated waste of the west landfill
Is proposed as a method to mitigate the source of ground water contamination.
The depth of excavation required for-this landfill is 30-35 feet, and the
volume to be excavated is approximately 63,000 cubic yards. The exact
vertical and horizontal boundaries of the excavation will be determined
in the design stage and will be based on a site-specific chemical fate
and transport analysis. Backfilling with clean soils will be required
for all excavate west fill options..

B3) Excavate West Fill, place in RCRA Landfill Onsite

This alternative conlsders excavation of the west landfill and
disposal in a RCRA landfill constructed onsite. If only the west fill were
placed In a RCRA fill the dimensions of the required fill are 300 feet x ,v
340 feet x 20 feet high. If the main landfill is excavated and placed -'
in an onsite RCRA fill, a much larger landfill is necessary and of course
the west landfill will be placed in the same RCRA'landfill.

A preliminary design of an onsite RCRA landfill was prepared for the
proposed excavation. Landfill design criteria used are the Resources
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Subtitle C (40 CFR Part 265)
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regulations and the 1984 RCRA reauthorlzatlon amendments for caps and
double liners. An example of RCRA landfill construction is shown on
Figure 9.

B4) Excavate West Fill, Offsite Disposal

Tills alternative considers excavation and offslte disposal west
landfill excavated wastes. Hauling waste to some existing offslte
disposal area Is technically feasible, provided that a facility can be
found to accept the waste. The offslte disposal facility would comply
with EPA RCRA regulations, Including the proposed amendment for the
RCRA cap and double liner. Unfortunately, there are very few such
facilities operating at this time, and the cost for disposal at such a
facility is very high.

B5) Excavate West Fill. Onsite Incineration

This alternative considers excavation and onsite Incineration of
excavated west landfill wastes. This disposal method Involves construc-
tion of one or mote rotary kiln Incineration units onsite. Mobile incin-
erators are not being considered due to their limited capacity and limited
availability. Incinerator residues will'require either onsite or offsite
disposal. ,

B6) Excavate West. Fill, Offsite Incineration

This alternative involves transporting.the waste to an existing,
permitted incineration facility for treatment. The use of an offsite
commercial facility is unlikely at this time. Potential facilities have
only limited treatment capacities and presently have a large backlog of
wastes. The estimated 63,000 cubic yards volume of waste in the west
landfill at Tybouts greatly exceeds Che. annual capacity of the typical
commercial facility.

SUMMARY TABLE
WEST FILL ALTERNATIVES

Cost
Alternative (Million) $

Surface Cap, Ground
Hater Barrier, Pump 5.2 to 11.7

Excavate, Place on Main Fill 2.5 to 3.8

Excavate, RCRA Fill Onsite 6.5

Excavate, Offsite Disposal 15.2 to 16.5

Excavate, Incinerate Onsite 20.4 to 21.9

Excavate, Incinerate Offsite 40.8 co 45.8
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C. Main Fill Alternatives

Source Control Capping

Several types of surface caps were evaluated in the Initial screening
to determine which cap was most effective in reducing surface infiltration,
and subsequent leachate generation, In the main and west landfills. Each
of the caps analyzed would required a gas venting system, a surface
drainage layer, and topaoil layer. The types of surface capo analyzed
include:

Cl) IP"6 Surface Cap

° A surface cap with a thickness of two feet and a permeability
of 10~& centimeters per second (cm/sec). Soil materials

that typically have compacted permeability of 10"̂  cm/sec
would include silt, clayey silt, and sandy clay.

CZ) 10"7 Surface Cap

0 A surface cap with a thickness of two feet and a permeability
of 10"' cm/sec. Materials for construction would Include
clay, silty clay, and clayey silt.

1 ' 03) Multi-layer Surfacg Cap . , '

"A surface cap designed to RCRA closure requirements so that a
minimum amount of infiltration occurs.

The multi-layer cap design is considered to be the best design to
minimize surface infiltration into the landfills. One possible design
incorporates a double liner system consisting of a 30 mil PVC membrane over a
two foot thick soil layer, which will be compacted to a permeability no greater
than 10~6 cm/sec. The design also provides for a gas-venting layer beneath
the double liner and a protective vegetative cover above the double liner. A
typical cross-section of this proposed cap design is shown in Figure 10.

Source Control Ground Hater Diversion

C4) Main Fill Surface Cap and Subsurface Drain in the Columbia Formation
(with or without Ground Hater Barrier)

The surface cap and subsurface drain alternative involves placing
an Impermeable multi-layer surface cap over the main landfill to eliminate ..
or appreciably reduce the vertical Infiltration of precipitation through
the fill, and construction of a subsurface drain that would intercept
ground water that moves laterally from the Columbia Formation into the
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fill. A ground water barrier, used in conjunction with the drain, could
be used to increase the efficiency of the drain. Figure 11 shows the
surface cap/subsurface drain (with or without ground water barrier)
alternative, as applied to the main landfill.

The subsurface drain considered for this feasibility study includes
a perforated pipe system constructed in the Columbia Formation along the
eastern and northern boundaries of the landfill as shown on Figure 11.
The subsurface drain would be constructed in the natural sand and gravel .
materials along the perimeter of the landfill and would extend below the
elevation of the base of the fill, into the Merchantville Formation.
The subsurface drain functions as a ground water sink that collects the '•'•'
ground water and lowers the water table on either side of the drain.

The reliability and efficiency of the drain would be increased by
a ground water barrier on the landfill side of the drain. There will
always be a possibility that clogging of the drain may occur by slltation
or leachate. There should be a monitoring well system In the drain to
determine effectiveness and repair zones. During construction, methane
and other gases would enter the trench. Forced air ventilation Is needed
to prevent explosions.

Ground water that enters the drain then enters a perforated pipe
near the base of the drain, and the water is transmitted by gravity
flow, to the discharge point. Since the ground water collected in the
drain originates in either th'e landfill or contaminant plume of the.
Columbia Formation, the discharge'from the drains will require treatment
until acceptable levels are obtained at the end of the drain. Any discharge
would comply with NPDES standards. •

C5) Main Fill Surface Cap and Ground Hater Pumping in the Columbia
Formation (with or without Ground Hater Barrier)

The surface cap/ground water pumping alternative is very similar to
the surface cap/subsurface drain alternative, except ground water pumping
is used to lower the water table and prevent ground water from migrating
laterally into the main landfill. Figure 12 is a conceptual diagram
showing the surface cap/ground water pumping (with or without ground
water barrier) alternative.

The multi-layer surface cap and ground water barrier and treatment' llV
portions of this alternative are described in the previous sections,

The ground water pumping portion of this alternative is to continuously
maintain the water table at or below the base of the landfill. The
ground water pumping system would require a water collection and treatment
system before discharging to the local drainage.
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Pumping In conjunction with the ground water barrier significantly
Increases the capability and the reliability of the system.

This alternative may not be feasible for remediation of Tybouts
Corner Landfill site because the reliability of this system Is directly
related to the operation and maintenance of the pumping system since a
failure of a pump or well would lead to resumption of lateral ground water
flow through the landfill. The water level in the fill material will be
immediately affected by a breakdown in the system and leachate production
would resume.

Engineering design of a ground water pumping system to dewater the
landfill and prevent lateral ground water flow from entering the landfill
would require a more detailed design-investigation consisting of several
teat and observation wells along the eastern and northern perimeters of
the fill.

C6) Main Fill Surface Cap/Diversion Trench

The surface cap and diversion trench alternative Involves excavating
a diversion trench along the eastern and northern borders of the landfill
that isolates the landfill from the surrounding ground and ground water
system and placing a surface cap over the main fill and side-slopes of
the trench. Figure 13 is a conceptual diagram showing the surface cap/
diversion trench alternative, aa applied to the main landfill.

The diversion trench would be excavated in the landfill materials
to a depth either below the base of the landfill or the depth required
to maintain grade for drainage, as shown on Figure 13.

The diversion trench can be excavated using conventional methods.
The main health and safety concerns are Chose Individuals associated
with excavation of the landfill to construct the open trenches. Excavation
may require respiratory and dermal protection.

Construction of the trench will require provisions for controlling,
collecting, and treating contaminated ground water that will enter
the trench. Wastewater characteristics and the treatment required are
expected to be the same for all main landfill alternatives.

Source Control Excavation

07) Excavate Main Fill, RCRA Landfill Onsite

Excavation and removal of the contaminated waste of the main landfill
is proposed as a method to mitigate the source of ground water contamination.
Excavation depths are expected to be up to 36 feet In some areas of the
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illmain landfill. Volume of excavation for the main landfill is nearly 1.5 ''• '
million cubic yards; it will be assumed chat, if the main landfill is
excavated, the west landfill also will be excavated and disposed of in
the RCRA landfill.

Excavation can be completed using conventional methods. However,
large volumes of water will be generated by the excavation, and this
water will require treatment. Hastewacer characteristics and the treatment
required are expected to be the same for the previous main landfill
alternatives. Also, safety requirements will Increase the time and cost
for excavation. The wastes will be compacted before disposal.

Once the excavation of the waste is completed, the main landfill
will be regraded Co avoid ponding water. The west landfill will require
a deep excavation to remove die waste, and regrading will not be possible. ;
The west landfill will require backfill with clean soils. Both areas
will be revegetated when work has been completed. The location of the
proposed RCRA landfill, and a typical croan-section are shown previously
in Figure 9.

C8) Excavate Main Fill. Offslte Disposal

This alternative is similar to Excavate Onsite Disposal since it
involves excavation of the main and west landfill But presents another
option for disposal. Here the excavated waste material would be loaded
Into trucks and hauled Co a permitted hazardous waste landfill'for • '
'disposal.

•C9) Excavate Main Fill. Qnsite Incineration

This alternative would involve excavation of both the main and
west landfills, with onsite incineration as an option for disposal.

This disposal method Involves construction of one or more rotary j
kiln incineration units onsite. Mobile incineration is not being !'!:'•
considered due to limited capacity and limited availability.

A rotary kiln incinerator would decontaminate the wastes by burning ' ;
at a temperature in excess of 2,0000F. By-products of incineration are • I .
gases and noncombuatible participate matter (which is removed by an j•'..-,
air pollution control device) and bottom ash and fly ash. The bottom b>.
ash and fly ash, approximately 20 percent of the original volume of rV
waste, will probably be considered hazardous, and will have to be disposed : .
in a secure RCRA landfill. i':/

i
The large volume of waste makes this a very costly and time- !;;•'

consuming alternative. It is estimated that a large capacity rotary j"
kiln (50 million BTU/hr) can Incinerate approximately 7,000 Ib/hr. At ' :;:.
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this race ic would cake 65 years to incinerate che encire landfill using ';'"
only one Incineracor. In order to maintain a reasonable time frame, the [''%..
number of incinerators must be increased. }t?'v'

CIO) Excavate Main Fill. Offslte Incineracion

This disposal method involves hauling Che excavated wastes to an
offslte permitted incineration facility. Since this is auch an unlikely
possibility, no costs have been calculated.

SUMMfc TABLE
MAIN FILL ALTERNATIVE iy.

*Cosc !•'•:.'.
Alternative (Millions) & '/:,';,

Surface Cap, Subsurface (;£:••
Drainage (with and without 35.8 to 69.0 with barrier \'$j
a ground water barrier) 32.9 to 64.4 without barrier >''.

V'.:.;1
Surface Cap, Ground Hater • '•;.%
Pumping (with and without a 18.1 to 54.9 ,' '
ground water barrier) , !••'•;*

Surface Cap, Diversion Trench 34.2 to 70.9 (both fills) :;.«?

•• Excavate,'RCRA Landfill Onsite • 53.6 (both fills) ' ••.!/!,, !,?,(•'

Excavate, Offslce Disposal . 246.7 (both fills') ' |j|',V
II','

Excavate, Onsite Incineracion . 370.7 (both fills) . |,''

Excavate, Offslte Incineration — $'.'
'-i',lV

* The costs of these alternatives Includes the multi-layer cap <
over the main fill area after consolidation of Che west and !;).
main fills. Also, the treatment system is included for an •'"'•
onslce facility which will remove contaminants from the ground • •;•
water and will discharge water in technical compliance with NPDES ' ;.
standards. .;';'

D. Offsite Ground Hater Management Alternatives &
I*

Dl) One Pumping Hell at OR-6A ' I'/,

This aquifer remediation alternative Involves establishing a--production !"''
well for water supply use by Texaco Marketing and Refining Company using
the present well at the location of well OR-6A. The location Is approximately
3000 feet away and on the southern side of Red Lion Creek from the site.
Texaco would use the water for their operations.
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Pumping of a production well at locacion OR-6A would draw contaminants
Co Che well where Texaco would mix che water with water from other wells
for use in their facilities.

This alcernacive will cause accelerated degradation of water quality
further and deeper in che UHZ than currently exists. Ground water use
restrictions will be Imposed between Hell OR-6A and Che contaminant plume.

Also, because of Che layering of sand and clay lenses In che UHZ,
there may be areas of the plume which will not be drawn to Che produccion
well.

Ground water contamination could reach this produccion well within five
years and will require continuous pumping for an extended period of
cime, possibly 20 co 30 years. , '.','

A long term monitoring program consisting of periodic sampling and
analysis for organic compounds should be Implemented if the well is used
for production. Monitoring on a quarterly basis should be sufficient Co
detect plume Interception.

D2) Two Pumping Hells for Contaminant Plume Remediation and Hater
Resource Recovery (Heat and Main Landfills)

This- alcernacive involves Installation of two new produccion wells
that will be used to collect Che contaminant plumes migrating from the
west and main landfills. One well will' be located Immediately 'downgradlenC
from, and slightly beyond Che contaminant plume migrating from the main
landfill; and the other within Che conu..lnanc .plume immediately downgradienC
from Che west landfill. Both wells will be be located Co optimize contaminant
plume collection and aquifer remediation. The locacion and a conceptual
diagram of these wells is shown on Figure 14.

An estimate of che pumping rates and effectiveness in remediating
che contaminant plumes was made using ground water modeling described in
Appendix M of the RI/FS Report. Simulated pumping races of 110,000
gallons per day for the main landfill well and about 6,000 gallons per
day for Che west landfill were estimated for the pumping. The actual
pumping rates required may be different from these simulated rates, and ,,
accual pumping races should be determined by a design Investigation Ov
(pump test) prior to final design of a treatment system, Solute transport "'
™odul simulation indicates these rates are sufficient to scop further
migration of Che plumes, and to collect the plume for remediation. The
simulation indicates that remediation of Che plume from the main landfill
may take from 20 to 35 years of fairly continuous pumping.

Ground water pumped from che contaminant plume will have Co be
collected and treated before discharge to local surface waters. Technical
compliance with all environmental laws will be maintained, nn
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'"^ "3) Three pumping walls for che Main Landfill Plume: One Pumping
Hell for Che Hast Landfill Plume,.

The three well system for Che main landfill consists of placing
three wells close Co Che landfill, within che contaminant plume. The
three well alternative was evaluated for comparison to Che Installation
of one well Co collect che plume from Che main landfill.

The Chree-wtill system Involves pumping and treating the aquifer until
contaminants derived from Che landfill are removed to levels that are
acceptable. Pumping wells are located In Che plume so chat only contaminated
water is removed for treatment. ConCamlnanced ground water pumped from
the wells must be treated and discharged as previously discussed.

The pumping races for Che three wells were estimated by using Che
ground water model discussed in Appendix M of the RI/FS report. The
simulated, combined pumping rate was 33,800 gallons per day. The estimated
computer simulated time required for aquifer remediation is between 40
and 100 years.

The one pumping well Co intercept and remediate the west fill plume
is Che same well described for Che west fill in Section D2,

Figure 15 shows the estimated locacion and a conceptual diagram for
Che three-well system alternative. , •
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RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

Secclon 300.68(j) of Che Naclonal Conclngency Plan (NCP) states
Chat the appropriate extent of remedy shall be determined by the lead
agency's selection of Che remedial alcernacive which che agency determines
is cost effective (I.e., Che lowest cost alternative chat Is technologically
feasible and reliable) and which effectively mitigates and minimizes
damage to and provides adequate.protection of public healch, welfare and
Che environment. In selecting a remedial alternative EPA considers all
environmental laws Chat are applicable and relevanc. Based of our
evaluation of Che proposed alternatives, che responsible parcy evaluation
of alternatives, the public comments and che Information received from
Che Delaware Department of Environmental Control, we recommend Che following.

The alternative for source control selected here is B2 in combination
with a variation of Alcernacive C4, Che Main Fill Surface Cap and Subsurface
Drain in Che Columbia Formation. The multi-layer cap which complies
wich RCRA scandards will be used. The difference from Che alcernacive
described in Che FS is the location and length of che subsurface drains.

The basis for acceptance of the alternative is how effectively it
can lower the water table in the fill. As part of che Feasibility Study,
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) three-Uimensional, finite-difference
model developed by McDonald & Harbaugh was used to represent what che
three-dimensional effects would be, The proposed conceptual design of
the subsurface drains consists of an upgradienc interceptor subsurface
drain and a downgradlent contaminated ground water control subsurface
drain as shown on Figure 16. Design modeling showed chat it could effec-
tively lower Che water cable wichin Che landfill. More detailed information
about che ground water modeling can be obtained In Volume V of the RI/FS
report. . ' •

The alternative selected for Che offsice ground water contamination
Is some variation of D2 or D3, pumping wells for the main landfill and •
for the west landfill. However the exact number of wells, location and ' :
pumping rates will be determined by a design investigation. Figure 17
shows possible locations of the ground water recovery wells.

The specifics of Che recommended alcernacive are: , ;

1) The west fill will be excavated and consolidated with the r\,
main fill. Excavation will include all municipal and industrial ••'••'
wastes as well as contaminated subsoils. The amount of i
contaminated subsoil to be removed will be based on a sice ):'•;•'.
specific chemical face and transport analysis. This analysis | •.•''.
will be conducced to ensure that no soil remains in place which
could cause ground water contamination Co exceed Che scandards
established In this Record of Decision. The excavated area
will be backfilled wich suitable clean fill material.
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2) A multi-layered cap Chat complies wich RCRA will be placed
over Che consolidated main fill area Co significantly reduce or
eliminate Che vertical Infiltration of precipitation.

3) A subsurface drain or trench system will be installed to prohibit
continued lateral migration of ground water through the fill and
to collect existing leachate from Che fill. The multi-layered
cap and the subsurface drain/trench system together are Intended to
dewater Che consolidated fill. This ground water diversion system
and multi-layered cap will be maintained until they are no longer
needed.

4) The offsite plume of contaminated ground water in Che Upper
Hydrologic Zone (UHZ) of Che PoComae will be pumped and. created
or otherwise disposed of, either onslce or offsite. During Che
pumping institutional controls to restrict use of Che ground
water will be uclllzod.

The goal of Che offsite ground wacer pumping will be Co reduce
Che level of contaminants to 100 ppb of total volatile organics
with separate standards for the following cancer-causing
concaminancs where MCL's are available. The levels for chese
specific substances are listed here.

Vinyl chloride 1.0 ppb
; . Benzene ' , 5.0 ppb

1',2-Dlchloroechane 5.0 ppb

These standards are anticipated co meeC che goal of a 10"'* cancer
risk at che boundary' of che landfill property.

Ground water will be pumped for a minimum of three years, at
which time pumping will be discontinued if contaminant levels
have been reduced to standards sec above, If che scandards are N*
noc reached, pumping will conclnue for another chree years. If
after chat time the standards have noc been met but pumping has
achieved substantial compliance with the standards and the
levels of contaminants are constant in each well, pumping will
be discontinued. If not, pumping will continue for another
four years. If after the ten-year pumping period, standards _
have still not been met, EPA will evaluate the technical feasl- ''
bilicy of meeting che scandards and set new ones if necessary.
Pumping may oe terminated If i: is shown chat no reasonable
modification of Che pumping system or additional years of pumping
would produce significant Improvement.

EPA will then examine the need for additional monitoring locations
to assure thac Che influence of any offsice produccion well will
not affecc Che remaining contaminated ground wacer from Tybouts
Corner Landfill. ,
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The offslce contaminant pluroe in the Columbia Aquifer will be allowed
to flush itself clean. Once the source control is in place, no
further contamination will enter che Columbia Aquifer and we predlcc
chat ic could cake becween 10 Co 15 years for all of che wacer chat
is contaminated to pass through che aquifer and seep inco Che Red
Lion Creek Marsh. In che area of contaminated ground wacer, che
Columbia is noc hydraulically connected to the PoComac and che
pumping of Che PoComac should noc Influence che path of che Columbia
contaminant plume.

5) Contaminated wacer generated by excavaclon, construction, sub-
surface drainage system collection and ground water pumping will
either be sent to a local sewage treatment plane offslte, or
created onsite. It is possible that a combination of chese Cwo
treatment systems and locations will be used. All created water
will meet NPDES standards before disposal Co s'urface wacers,
Including any pre-creacmenc requirements id the local sewage
treatment plant is utilized, All waters will be disposed of In
compliance with local, state and federal law.

6) A health and safety plan will be implemented for all accivicies
described in this Record of Decision. During excavation and
construction activities, air monitoring will be conducted Co ensure
the safety of Che onsite workers as'well as to protect the residents
living nearby che excavation areas.

. . '
7) A monitoring program will be established to ensure that ground'

water quality, surface water quality, che multi-layer cap and air
' quailcy are maintained.

OperaCion and Maintenance

OperaClon and malnCalnance will consist of maintaining the effectiveness
of the RCRA cap, maintaining the subsurface drain system to prevent clogging |";:,
up or overflow, and •maintaining the pumps from the drains to the treatment j.•/;..,
system. If an onsice treatment plane is constructed operation and maintenance !;••'.
wlll Include the treatment system and proper disposal of contaminants. ! ,

Long term monitoring of Che offslce ground water'plume will be necessary {';
to ensure the following two things: • , ;v,,

K?
1. chac levels at che boundary do not exceed die scandards after ~-

the pumping is discontinued, and; ,.';

2. that monitoring wells which are usad to ensure no further spread '.'".
of contamination remain 'unconcamlnated. •'

1'i.v.
If standards are exceeded at die boundary or if previously clean

monitoring wells become contaminated pumping and treating will be resumed.

tf > * *&w\tn.*n.A **
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Consiscency Hich Ocher Environmental 'Laws

The west fill will be closed in accordance wich che RCRA closure
requirements of 40 CFR 9264.228(1) by removing all wastes and contaminated
subsoils as discussed in che description of che selected remedy.

The multi-layered surface cap will be designed and constructed
in accordance with che RCRA requirements 40 CFR 5264.310.

The ground wacer diversion system will he designed and constructed '
co effectively "dewater" the main landfill. During construction the
contaminated wacer will be disposed of in compliance wich all local, state
and federal regulacions.

The offsice ground wacer contaminant plume will be pumped and treated
with the goal of compliance with RCRA through establishment of scandards
Co be met ac Che boundary of the facility. The goal is to meet Che corrective
action requlremencs of 40 CFR §264.100.

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES NOT SELECTED

Alcernacive Al was rejected for reas'ons seated in che no action
alternative description. ._.,.—.....

•West Fill Alternatives

The Surface.Cap*'Ground Hater Barrier and Pump alternative is-techno-
logically feasible but the coses are excessive, when we consider that
the west flll'is only the smallest portion of Che entire ..site. .In addition
it is simply not as effective as removal. The west fill is presently in
che Pocomac No. 1 Sands where they are connected to Che Potomac No. 2
Sands. Any breakdown in the barrier or the pumping system could allow
continued migration of leachate from the west fill area.

Once the decision is made to excavate the cost effectiveness determined
Che choice Co place Che excavated material on the Main fill. The other
alternatives (B3, B4, B5 and B6) were millions of dollars more,

Main Fill Alternatives

Source Control Capping Alternatives

Evaluation of che effectiveness of these three caps was based on Che
amount of rainfall that each cap would allow to enter the fill materials.
The 10"6 cap (alternative Cl) allows approximately 60X of the present
amount of water Co enter che fill (26,000 gallons per day). The 10"7
cap (alternative C2), allows VI, (3,000 gallons per day) and che mulcl-
layer cap (alcernacive C3) allows 27! (800 gallons per day).

iMI
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of organic contaminants at the well arc. expected Co he very low and
possibly non-detectable, but levels between Che produccion well and site
will probably be high enough Co pose a risk Co human health if che wacer
were used.

A specific treatment alcernacive is noc selected in chls Record of
Decision because there arc several options available for treatment which,,
are equally effective. Offsice, a publicly owned sewage treatment plane'"
may be available or an onslce treatment plane could be builc, This .
Record of Decision simply establishes chat treatment is necessary and Chat
disposal will comply wich local, state and federal law. Any onsice
treatment system may require a creaCabllley study prior Co construction.'.••

Responsiveness Summary

The Feasibility Study (FS) and the complete Use of alternatives was
presented at public meeting held July 2?, 1985. Another FS meeting was
held on December 18, 1985, at which EPA presented che Preferred Alcernacive.
In response Co Che December meeting a petition was signed by 192 people
and a response was prepared and sent out. Minutes from Che meetings,
Che pecltion and response are Included here,

Over all, community relations have been on going since Che first
meeting held In March 1983. During the course of this Remedial Investiga-
tion and Feasibility Study ten public meetings have been held. Occasionally,
monthly news letters were prepared, other meetings were .held with local
clcizens in private homes arid during the water line construction an EPA
representative was able to talk with most of Che homeowners who were
offered the connection to Che public water supply.

Most of the discussion about the recommended alternative focused on
the time period for remedial acclon. The remedial action Includes maln-
tainancu of Che surface cap and che ground water diversion system for as
long as they are necessary and pumping related to che ground wacer diversion
will be maintained. However, the pumping associated wich che offslce
ground wacer contaminant plume may be discontinued if che scandards sec
by this ROD are met. '

'••..&
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A SUMMARY OF
CITIZEN ANU INTERESTED-PARTY COMMENTS AND CONCERNS

AND OF U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY RESPONSES

TYBOUTS CORNER LANDFILL SITE
PUBLIC MEETING

TYBOUTS CORNER, NEW CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWARE
JULY 23, 1985

Public and Environmental Health
Issue: The'site Is affecting the health of community residents and their :-.•••

children. A number of citizens believe the area has a high number i
of cancer victims; one person stated that 60 percent of the deaths '.;•
In the county are from cancer. Another said he developed the !'',,,
disease "1n S Months.* These people were certain the Tybouts H.';
Corner Landfill Site Is responsible for Illnesses In the area. Iv^

Response: The air quality at the Tybouts Corner Landfill Site poses no risk '„
to the community. Two local w,ells were affected by the site. The \±>
Hagner well has been abandoned, and a treatment system was ••
connected to the Hoytko well. These are the' only wells affected to i:.:.'.
date. No municipal water supplies have been affected by the j'/
Tybouts Comer Landfill Site. . ,

Issue: Many people 'In the area hunt and fish near the site. Contaminated
groundwater Is known to be entering local surface Maters. How does
this contamination affect the .wildlife that feeds In the area and
does the contamination affect the food chain? Can people become
111 from eating locally caught fish and game?

Response: The Department of Health of the State of Delaware has sampled fish
1n areas proximal to the Tybouts Corner Landfill Site, and the
Department of Health does not consider the fish to be a threat to
human health.

Issue: Shouldn't a health survey be conducted? ,
Response: The purpose of the RI/FS 1s to remediate the landfill and the

groundwater contamination, not to conduct a health survey.
Costs and Funding
Issue: More Importance Is being given to remedial costs than to the effect

the site 1s having on human health. No cost should be spared when
human health Is at stake.

Response: All technically feasible.alternatives that would utilize known and
proven techniques to remediate the Tybouts Corner Landfill Site
were examined without regard to costs. Costs were merely reported
for each alternative. The cost effectiveness of each alternative
1s considered during selection of the final renedftlft$VCfj)i»t1ve
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.'that will be Implemented, but not at the expense of human health or
'of the environment.

Issue: Hill the potentially responsible parties (PRPs) be required to pay
for cleanup? If not, where does Superfund get Its money?

Response: Yes, the PRPs are responsible for costs. Superfund money comes
from the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act (CERCLA), passed by Congress 1n 1980.

Technical Questions
Issue: What Is the goal of the RI/FS? Is It total cleanup?
Response: The stated objective 1s to find the most cost-effective method to

protect the public health and the environment from current
contamination and from potential contamination.

Issue: Have any of the options proposed for cleanup been done anywhere
else?

Response: All of the technologies evaluated during the feasibility study have
been successfully utilized at .other, sites. However, each site 1s
unique, and technologies that work well at one site may not be
applicable at other sites.

Issue: ' Uhen can we expect construction of the final remedial action
alternative to begin? . .

Response: Hopefully, construction .will begin by December 1986.
Issue: What Inpact Is the site currently having on existing wells?
Response: Currently, the site 1s not affecting any municipal water supply

wells. Two private wells did become contaminated; one has been
abandoned, and the other 1s now connected to a treatment system,
In addition, all local well users have been connected to the
municipal water supply.

Issue: How great an area 1s currently contaminated? Is It measurable In
square miles?

Response: Presently, contamination of the regional.aquifer extends 400 to 800
feet east to southeast of Route 13. Contamination has also spread ,
several hundred feet north of Route 71.

•v
Issue: How do you know that the Columbia Aquifer and the Potomac Aquifer

are connected?
Response: Drilling samples and logs show that the Columbia formation lies

directly on top of the Potomac formation sand north and northeast
of the site. One boring, located within the main landfill, showed
a small area where there was no Intervening, low-permeability layer
between contaminated landfill materials and the Potomac formation
sand. (\04
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EPA Guidelines
Issue: How does Superfund restrict future use of the site?
Response: The EPA will ask the county and the property owner to restrict the

property deed.
Issue: No hazardous wastes are to be moved on or off the site; yet trucks

have been seen hauling sand and gravel from the site. Mhy doesn't
anyone stop this?

Response: Sand and gravel are not hazardous wastes.
Remedial Action Alternatives
Issue: Isn't Incineration considered to be the best Nay to handle

hazardous waste?
Response: Yes, 1t 1s one of the best methods, but the cost of Incinerating

wastes from the Tybouts Corner Landfill 1s estimated at $350
million.

Issue: Hastes can be excavated and removed to offslte Incinerators such as
the Incinerator referred to as the "Blue Goose." If this Isn't
possible, an Incinerator can be built on site.

Response: The use of an offs,1te commercial facility Is not likely at' this
time. Approved facilities have limited treatment capacities and
large backlogs of wastes. The volume of wastes at the Tybouts
Corner Landfill Site 1s estimated to be 1.5 million cubic yards;
this volume greatly exceeds the annual maximum capdty of a< typical
commercial facility. ..
Onsite Incineration would be very costly and time consuming because
of the large volume of wastes at this site. The estimated capacity
of a large volume rotary kiln (50 million BTU/hr.) 1s 7,000 Ib/hr.
It would take 65 years, at this rate, to Incjnerate wastes at the
Tybouts Corner Landfill Site. To achieve a reasonable schedule for
remediation, several Incinerators would have to be built, and the
cost would be prohibitive.

Issue: An onsite Incinerator might be the best Idea. When the onsite
contaminated wastes are all processed, the Incinerator could be
used to burn waste from other sites. Using the Incinerator to
process wastes from other sites would provide much needed jobs and
revenue for the community.

Response: See response which directly precedes this one.
Issue: Does Incineration create an air pollution problem?
Response: Gases and vapors generated during the Incineration process are

destroyed 1n an afterburner chamber. Byproduct gases and
noncombustlble materials are removed from the gas stream by at

•'•.(•.«:.,,<,
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least one of the numerous air pollution control devices available
on the market.

Issue: If an onsite landfill Is chosen, will It be used to dispose of any
wastes other than those from the site Itself?

Response: Possibly. Superfund money would only be used for existing
materials.

Issue: If EPA decides to puap the groundwater, how long will pumping be
necessary?

Response: Depending on the pumping scheme, tentative estimates Indicate that
between 10 years and 100 years would be needed to cleanse the
groundwater.

Issue: Mint 1s the volume of water novlng through the site each day?
Response: The volume of leachate generated by the Infiltration of

precipitation Into the landfill 1s estimated to be 43,700 gal/day.
The total volume of groundwater moving through the landfill each
day Is estimated to be 51,000 gallons.

Remedial Action Alternatives Suggested by'Citizens
Issue: There Is no need to spend money on building Incinerators when God

hu provided volcanoes that produce enough heat to burn anything
that Is put Into the*.

Response: The nearest active volcano within the United States 1s Mount St. •
Helens. Transporting hazardous materials would Involve Interstate
transport and the construction of transfer stations to handle the
wastes at both the point of origin and the destination. Placing the
wastes Into the volacano would be hazardous to workers. These
factors would greatly Increase the risks to the public and to the
environment. The technical aspects Involved, as well as the health
and safety aspects and the costs, make this option 1nfeas1ble at
this time.

Issue: Contaminants can be frozen 1n the ground.
Response: The freezing option 1s commonly used on small-scale projects of 13",

short duration to facilitate engineering activities for dvll
engineering works. It Is not a proven option for hazardous waste
disposal, and containing waste materials by this method would
require maintenance 1n perpetuity. Cost would be extremely high.

Issue: Hhy not dig a core Into the [center of the] earth and force all of
the waste Into 1t?

Response: Deep disposal options have been extensively Investigated and
considered for high-level nuclear wastes but, at present, there are
•no areas of this type available for storage of hazardous wastes.

SI
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Underground disposal 1s not viable at the Tybouts Corner Landfill

~ Site because of the depths to which the aquifers extend. Since
• there are no approved offslte facilities, this option cannot be

considered for the Tybouts Corner Landfill Site at this time.
Information Repositories
Issue: The current Information repositories are Inconvenient; why not

establish one at the Hllmlngton City Library?
Response: Fine, we will place copies of the RI/FS 1n the Hllmlngton Library.

!.'*<,'.•
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT
NEETINB SUMMARY

TYBOUTS CORNER LANDFILL SITE
•./•TYBOUTS CORNER, KEN CASTLE COUNTY, DELAWRE
•a ,-Ac.".- DECEMBER 18, 1985

On Dtcember IB, 1985, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agancy (EPA) and the
Delaware Dipartmem: of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC)
held a public meeting at 7:30 pnr'lii the Gunning-Bedford Junior High School.
Repmentlng ttirEPA at tn« meeting were Ed SkemoHs, Sit* Response Sietlon
Chief, Ann Cardinal, Region III Community Relations Coordinator, and Roy
Schrock, Regional Site Project Officer, The DNREC representatives were Mike
Apgar, Supervisor of the Gaohydrology Branch; Bob Plckirt, Environmental
Engineer, CERCLA Management Branch; Gus Merganthalir, Environmental Engineer,
RCRA Management Branch; and Kathy Oamlson, Information Officer. Carrie
Deltzel, Communlty^elatlons Specialist, attended for NUS Corporation.
The meeting was opened by Kathy Jamlson who explained that the 'purpose of the
nmtting was to discuss the preferred remedial alternative for thi Tybouts
Corner Landfill Site. Ms, Jamlson stressed that the choice of remedial
alternatives .was not final. Before turning the mietlng ovirto Mr. Schrock.
she told tha audience that DNREC technical ptrsonnel•'wer« present. Anyone
wishing to discuss technical matters aftir the'close of thi meeting was
Instructed to contact Ms. J.mljon for referral'to thi appropriate person, "•'•"'
Whin Mr. Schrock .took thi floor, he distributed copies of the fact sheet

'describing the preferred remedial alternative. The fact sheet .had been
mailed, iar11er Irvthi month, to pirsons on thi EPA's Intern ted partus
mailing 11st. Mr. Schrock then procieded to explain the EPA's purpose for
holding the public meeting, Hu aho outlined the steps of the Superfund
process remaining to be taken for the Tybouts Corner Landfill SUi and
reviewed thi preferred remedial alternative. Mr. Schrock then announced that
the public meeting marked the opening of the public comment period which would
be closed on January 8, 1986. During this time, Interested parties' comments
and concerns would be solicited by the EPA. Following his rivliw of the
preferred remedial alternative, Mr. Schrock addressed questions from the
audience,
Thi priferred remedial alternative described by Mr, Schrock Included
excavation of She wist fill and consolidation of the nxeavated materials with
those 1n the main fill, The resulting pit 1n thi west fill area would then be
backf1ll«d with clean fill materials, and the consolidated waste materials on
the main fill would be covered with a multi-layered RCRA cap that would reduce
or eliminate vertical Infiltration of precipitation Into the landfill. A
subsurface drain system would be Installed to prevent the lateral migration of
groundwater through the landfill and also to collect leachate flowing from the
fill, In addition, pumping wells would be Installed offslte to remediate the
contaminated groundwatir plume 1n the Upper Hydro'loglc Zone (UHZ} of the
Potomac aquifer, These wells would be pumped for a minimum of 3 years or
until a level of lOQpppb of total volatile organics 1s reached. GroundwatirKnn ' &
]ual1ty will'.be..monitored, and contaminated water generated
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construction of the remedial alternative will bo disposed 1n compliance with
Pediral, state, and local laws. An agreement Is being negotiated with the
City of Hllmlngton, Delaware for disposal of any contaminated waters from thi
Tybouts Cornin-LandfUl Site.
The question and-aiwwBr period was dominated by repeated outbursts from one
local nsldentvwhtMfhas a history of such behavior at iiveral previous slti-
related mastlngiivSIX'other Individuals also asked questions, whlli the other
members of the audlinci tat quietly listening.* " •>
Thi most frequently expressed concern was about collected contaminated
groundwatir. There seemed to bt confusion Initially about whithir th«
coll acted water would be stored or treatid and, 1f treated, where 1t would bi
discharged. There was also concern about whether treated watir could bi'
safely discharged Into local surface waters,
The subsurfaci drainage system also received a great 'deal of attention from
people who wanted to know how It would bi constructed, how deep 1t would be,
and what would prevent It from overflowing during heavy rains.

•n..Vjr 'I
Several alternative methods of handling hazardous wastes were mentioned
Including total excavation and offslte storage,.waste recycling, and offshore
Incinerator ships. The latter technology was addressed by Mr. Skernolls, who
Informed the audience that these ships win In very limited operation 1n the
United Stitu and that, it this time, they were being usid only for one
hazardous substance, PCB. One citizen suggested that remediation technologies
should not be chosen until thi' landfill materials were actually ixcavated.
This would allow thi technologies chosen for site remediation to be based non
specifically on what ww in the landfill than on what was ixpictid to be
there, This 'porsorrrfelt that this practice would lead to more efficient and
cost effictlvicwtys'of dialing, with wastes than thi current proposid
excavation, relocation, and reburlal method.
Remedial expenses and who should pay them were also mentioned by several
residents. More than one Individual felt that the responsible parties should
be required to pay not only the cost of site remediation-and maintenance but
also the ixpinaes now being incurred by local citizens, such as thi cost of
water and a monthly assessment for fire hydrants.
Another question concirned watcr-tnatment methods, and concern was voiced
that volatile organics, volatilizing Into the air during water treatment,
might cause air pollution problems. Many people expressed displeasure that
remedial alternative construction would not begin until late December 1986,
ind some paople1 wondered 1f 1t would be necessary to evacuate residents during
thi construction. Thi length of remedial alternative maintenance was
dUcussid, and am resident stated his lack of confidence that thi proposid
pumping wills could remediate the groundwater effectively, This pirion also
asked about the Interconnection of the aquifers and requested a letter from
Mr. Schrock stating that there 1s such a connection,
Ann Cardinal called the meeting to a close when Interest appeared to be
flagging and questions wen becoming repetitive. She stated that the EPA and
DNREC representatives would remain available to discuss any additional
questions wlth-piople Individually. Ms. Cardinal also reminded thiAajy«rl*Qe
that the EPA'pubttc comment period would remain opin until January SW,**1
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Mr. Leo Woytko
965 Red Lion Road
Route 71
New Castle, DE 19720

December 28, 1985

United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region XXX
Mr. Roy Schrock
6th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia-, Pennsylvania 19106
RE; TYBOUTS IAHPFILL CLEAH-UP PROPOSAL

We, the undersigned, are located on Hamburg Road, North of
the landfill and in back of Mr. Leo Woytko. We have our own
ring wells which are approximately 20 feet deep.

By pumping approximately 5 million gallons per day from the
landfill, leads us to be concerned about the drainage of our '
wells. We would like to know what can be done for us and if
this plan even concerned or took into aocouft sane of the other
residents like us who live near the ..landfill. We would like to
hear from you in the very near future.

Hernia ' address
'

to*,

' / . ' rr?!, fi' ••*'-<{•. /•;.•., -.v.
"I ^ "

U W * iVM̂ .*. Respectfully yours,

77 1 in- Ic.

111

Kvt. t Km (ktjiw/ hJtL~i<£ ioui iLtju* &nJL,tiujCLOjL.̂ UA '''
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U.S. Environmental Proceccion Agency
Region III
6ch & Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, FA 19106

Attention! Mr. Roy SchrocK

Sin ' • ..

lie, the .undersigned, as residents of
New Castle County, DE. , located near the Tybouts
Corner Landfill, wish to go on record as being opposed to the
"Preferred Remedial Alternative for that Landfill", also known as
the "Remedial Xnvestigation/Feasability Study", or "RI/FS", as presented
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recently.

The alternative, or dewacering, as listed above is,,not a practical
or long range solution to the problem. By way of-'proving the above, in
a similar situation, the landfill at Llangollen, some two (2) miles _'
north of the Tybouts Corner site, the dewatering process has been in '
progress for thirteen (13) years, having existed since 1972, This .
operation has noc been successful, and is still pumping!

lie also oppose the dewatering as a solution to the contamination of the
Potomac acquifei at this location because of che lowering of water tables
in the area of this Landfill at Tybouts Corner.

In conclusion, we oppose the. "RI/FS" aa proposed by che U.S. Environmental
Protection agency recRntly an a Public Hearing in Gunning Bedford School,
'Cetaware City, Delaware.

It is neither practical, nor efficient as a solution in the long range
context, is a waste financially to the U.S. Government, and the tax-
payer as well as damaging individual residential water supplies.

000065
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTON AGENCY.
(ft \ REGION IIIw\, —itf*~x \4M|6»,/ 841 Chestnut Building

\fnit* Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107

00006G

Thank you for your interest in E?A'a decision making: process for the
cleanup solution at the Tybouca Corner Landfill site.

I have reviewed your letter concerning che objections you have made
Co Che Preferred Alternative presented-to che public on December 18, 198S.
The objections appear to be baend on mlaunderstandlnga-ot the remedy and
lea tffecc on local ground water. ./'

The first' and nott laportant concern is for Chose of you who have
your own private wells and. fegr that ground Water pumping will 'drain your
•walla. ' .

The first misunderstanding Is the.amount of wacer Co be pumped. The
proposal Is co place Che wells along che landfill aide of Route 13. Ac
nose, we are intending co pump 30,000 - 40,000 gallons per day at that
location and noc che 5 million gallons per day Indicated in your December
28, 1985 lecter. This pumping is Intended to affect only' the ground water
within 300-400 feet ease of the site. There are no private wells within
this area, therefore che pumping of ground water can noc affect existing
local residential wells.

Secondly, che subsurface drains are part of the ground wacer diversion
system. The upgradlenc drain will stop wacer from entering che landfill
by collecting che wacer right before 1C enters Che fill. The remaining
ground water flow will go around the landfill. "Dewaser" means to take the
wacer from che landfill itself, not all che area around the landfill, The
water elevation around che landfill will remain ac che sane levels while
chbwacer elevation in che landfill itself will'drop 25 to 30 feet. J,
This la how we can dry out che landfill material. The subsurface drains •'
will not affect che ground wacer level in local residential wells. j
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The third nlaunderscandlng la the objection co EPA's preferred
alcernacive because 1C la the aome "solution" chat waa carried ouC ac
Che Langollen, Army Creek Landfill alee. There are several significant
differences between Che projects which make the comparison Inappropriate.
We are proposing an Impermeable surface cap; only soil has .been used ac
Army Creek. We are proposing Co divert ground water around che landfill
material to prevent further generation of leachate; no ground water
diversion has been conducted at Army Creek. We are proposing to collect
and treat the ground wacer contamination ac Che alee; collection and
treatment have noc been carried out at Amy Creek. The pumping wells ac
Amy creek are intended only to prevent che contaminated ground water
from moving any further In Che ground wacer aquifer.

A final concern la Chat this project Is a wasce of U.S. Government
funds. We expect a settlement wich Che group of responsible parcles so
that they can implement and pay for Che cleanup alcernacive selected by
EPA. It is true that your cues will contribute Co this cleanup fund
because New Castle County waa che operator of Che facility and therefore
one of the responsible parties'. Howexer, there are many other prlvace
companies which nay have Co share In che cleanup coats.

I have enclosed the preferred alternative for you Co review once
again. If Chare are further questions about what la writCan here, please
feel free to call Roy Schrock at 215-597-0913 or Ann Cardinal ac
215-i597-9905.' In addition we will plan Co be available to discuss' che
preferred alternative wich you ac DNREC's new office on Granthan Lane
at Route 9, south of New Castle on January 29th. from 3iOO co 5:00 pm. and
from 7:00 co 9:00 pm.

Sincerely,; •

C. \

Roy R. Schrock
SPA project manager

004$** i..
•ij
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•""> STATE OF DELAWARE
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

a ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL .„.„ ,.,.... •„,. ;,nswn
B9 Kmat HIGHWAY Hi:..-— '•"* 'jj'";,',,1 m
P.O.-OXU01 EPft - IttUW •"*

OFFICE OF THE DOVER, OEUWAHE 19003 TtuemQNSi (3021 734 • 4403
SECRETARY

December- 13, 1985

Mz. James Self, Regional Administrator
D. S. EPA. - Region III
841 Chestnut Building
Philadelphia, PA 19107

Dear Mr. Seiti

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that the State of Delaware supports
the proposed remedial alternative for the Tybouts Comer Landfill Superfund
site, as described in a memorandum received by thia Department on December

' 3' 1985-

'" I request , that you keep ma, informed of your plans to hold a public meeting
• to explain the details of the proposed remedial alternative.

Finally, please keep me informed, of your progress in negotiating the consent
agreement for remedial cleanup with the responsible parties involved with
the Tybouts Corner site.

If you have any questions concerning this letter, please do not hesitate
to contact me directly.

Sincerely,

--John E. wifson, m
Secretary

DEC 181985
JEW,niiPGR:_mw
cc: Robert W. Perfclns EP^ REGION III

Robert J. Touhey
Phillip G. RetalUck
Stephen Hassersug, SPA Region III

004548
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RECORD OF DECISION |̂ £ ^ |||

INITIAL REMEDIAL MEASURE SELECTION •',' *'''—————————————————————— v. ,.

Site; Tybouta Comer Landfill, New Castle County, Delaware

Documents Reviewed

I have reviewed the following documents describing the site and the need
for Initial Remedial Measures for alternative water supplies for che resilis..̂ .
and facilities at the Tyboruca Comer Landfill site.

- "Hazard Ranking System Model of Tybouts Corner Landfill"
dated July 15,1982

- "Remedial Action Master Flan and Project Hork Statements for
Tybouts Comer Landfill" dated December 30, 1982

- "Work Plan, Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study of Alternatives,
Tybouts Corner Landfill" dated August 1983

- "Health and Risk Assessment for Residential Hater Wells, Tybouts
Corner Landfill" dated September 1983

- "Focus, feasibility Study Hater Supply Alternatives, Tybouts
": Corner Landfill" dated July 1984 ' .

Selected Action

This IRM will extend the existing public water lines to supply drinUng
water to the 42 residences/facilities in the expanded area surrounding T; bouts
Corner Landfill. A request for allocation of $976,700.00 will be wade fallowing
signature to this Record of Decision.

Declarations

Consistent with the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act of 1980 and che National Oil and.,Hazardous Substances Contingency
Plan, I have determined that extending che public water supply to all residences
surrounding Che landfill is the appropriate Initial Remedial Measure for che
water supply problems addressed in the Focus Feasibility SCudy for this sice.
The IRM described above is feasible and necessary Co Unit exposure or threat
of exposure co Che contaminated aquifers beneath che landfill, will provide
the greatest protection to che public and is cost-effective.

'I' :':..

I'-

dace ' •', Thomaa P. Eichler
, Regional Administrator

•/' 004551
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SUMMARY OF INITIAL REMEDIAL MEASURE
ALTERNATIVE SKLECTION AT TYBOUTS CORNER LANDFILL

Site Location and Description

Tybouts Corner Landfill was constructed in a sand and gravel pit located in
New Castle County, Delaware approximately ten miles south of Hilmington and four
Biles west of che Delaware River.

The main part of the Tybouts Corner Landfill is about 47 acrci in size and
is located near the confluence of Pigeon Run Creek and Red Lion Creek in a
triangular area between U.S. Route 13 and State Route 71 (see figure 1). The
thickness of Che fill ranges from approximately five to thirty feet.

The landfill waa constructed without a clay liner or other impervious material
below the fill and no clay cap was placed on top of the fill following abandonment.
The Remedial Investigation has shown' that two shallow aquifers, beneath the
landfill are contaminated with industrial wastes including: trichloroethylene,
vinyl chloride, 1,2-dlchloroathane, benzene and other organic and inorganic
chemicals. ••,. ,,

Some residences are less than a hundred feet from the landfill and have
wells screened in che same aquifers affected by contamination from the site.
Approximately 42 residences/facilities surround the entire landfill property and
most of these also have wells screened in these same aquifers.

In addition to small individual well's,-the landfill was p lac. id in an area
where extensive development of groundwater resources has occurred for both municipal
supplies and large industrial facilities (see figure 2). The posilbillty for —-
contamination in the Upper Rydrologlc Zone (UHZ) of the Potomac F>rraation exists.
Consequently, the Tybouts Corner Landfill was ranked as "number t»o" on the
National Priorities List, j;;:.

* ' " I';./
Site History I

The landfill was operated by che New Cascle County Deparcmenc of Public '.
Works from December, 1968 Co July, 1971. Based on documents relating to operations
at this site, Industrial wastes were landfilled at this location in addition to
che municipal and domestic refuse normally placed in a municipal sanicary landfill. •

I :';

The first evidence of impact Co water supplies occurred in April, 1976 when CV.
analyses of water from a domestic well several hundred feet ease of che landfill '"'I'
showed contamination. The well, owned by Sara Wagner, revealed Che presence of '
contamination directly related to che landfill. I: .

Subsequent analysis in 1980 and 1981 from monitoring wells revealed che !
presence of high concent radons of numerous priority pollutants In che groundwater
beneath che site and lower concentrations of chese priority pollutants In off- j ;.
.alee-contaminated areas. A civil case was.f.Ued. undeUCRA 7003 In 1980. •• \ '•'.
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In October, 1981 the site was placed on the Interim National Priority
T~qt under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability
. : (CERCLA) of the United States. By December, 1982 a Remedial Action
Master Elan was completed by R.E. Wrlght Associates for EPA Region III. By Che
Spring of 1983, NUS Corporation initiated the Remedial Investigation.

The Remedial Investigation (RI) for Tybouts Corner Landfill was Initiated to
determine the impact of che landfill on the local and regional groundwater systems.
The main concern is that hazardous substances that were disposed in the landfill
are contaminating the groundwater system. Residences close to the site have wells
screened in che aquifers potentially affecrn<t bv contamination from the site. In
addition, the landfill is situated over a major regional aquifer that is used for
prlvate/munlcipal/induntrlal water supply throughout New Castle County.

The geologic and groundwater Investigation portions of che RI were divided
into three phases of drilling activities in the scope of work (Work Plan) for the
RI/FS. The initial Phase ot drilling was to determine the general character of
the geology and groundwater at the site for the regional aquifer (Potomac
Formation) and to determine if contamination could be occurring in that aquifer.
The Second Phase of drilling was to determine Che detailed geology and potential
for groundwater contamination in the shallower aquifers that lie above the regional'̂
aquifer in the Immediate vicinity of the landfill. The Third Phase of drilling
was to determine the exact character of groundwatar contamination, or potential
contamination, in che regional aquifer, if che resulca of che Inicial and Second'
Phases indicated that the regional aquifer is, or could become, .contaminated in the .
future.

• ' The Initial and Second Phases of the Rr. have been completed. The Third Phase
has not been implemented and is scheduled fur September 1984. The results of the
Initial and Second Phases of drilling and a health and risk assessment of che
analytical results of samples from residential and monitoring wells indicate that
there is a threat co che public health posei by groundwacer contamination by the
landfill.

Table 1 shows che contaminants found in che Wagner well In 1980 and the Woycko
well in 1983. The daca presented in che accached Table contains at least five
organic substances listed as carcinogens by the EPA. These substances were in
concentrations calculated to cause cancer in humans if consumed in che well wacer
over an extended interval of time.

These organic carcinogens are not natural contaminants and could only be
present in groundwater as Che result of the activities of man. There appears Co
be little doubt that che origin of these carcinogenic substances is che nearby toxic
dump. These substances can be expected to continue Co nave wich che groundwacer
and will increase che cancer rlak levels of persons who consume che water of
contaminated wells.

Enforcement

A civil ease was-filed under RCRA 7003. in District Courc In-1980 and in
April of 1984 che complaint was amended co add a CERCLA count. Present defendants
ire New Castle County, William Ward, Stauffer Chemical Company and ICI Americas

,_,ncorporated. In addition to these, Stauffar has moved co add Kennecocc Corporaclon
and Amecek Incorporated. All six are considered potential responsible parties ^m
(PRPs). Currently che parties are conducting discovery. "* *

4 l, 000077



TABLE 1

suits of Chemical Analyses._ suits ot uieraieaj. muuyuca
February 25, 1980 Sampling [;;if;.

'

Wagner Hell (ug/1)

Acrolein 60
Benzene 41
1,2-dlchloroethane <in
1,1-dlchloroethane <10
1,2-transdlchloroethylene in
ethylbenzene 19
mechylene chloride 39
methyl chloride <10
toluene 35
vinyl chloride 32
2-niCrophenol 64
phenol 371
1,2-diphenylhydrazene <10 t'
naphthalene <10
n-nitroaodi-n-propylaraine 26
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate <10
di-n-butyl phchalate , • '' <10
dlethyl phthalate <10

, -ursenic • < 2 .
.alenlum _ ' < 2 • '

, cadmium <50 •
chromium -• . < 1

1 lead 16
silver ' < .2
barium . ..—- "~~ 2390
titanium « ,6
iron 40-400
copper ' < .1
zinc ' < .4
acenaphthylene <10
butylbenzylphchathalate <10

Woycko Well (uncreaced wacer) (ug/1)

trlchloroethene (TCE) 1.4
Cecrachloroechene (PCE) 40
chloroform 8.0
cis-1,2-dichloroechene 10-100
dichlorofluoromechane 1-10 .
dlchlorodifluoromechane 1-10

~ bronodichrdrbra'ethane... . ' .—'-——£ufl—..— . — ,
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For purposes of this Record of Decision (ROD), the proposal for an alternative
water supply has been documented In the Focused Feasibility Study. On August
13, 1984 Notice Letters, with a copy of the Focused Feasibility Study enclosed,
were sent to Che PRPa. In Che Noclce Letters EPA asked the PRPa to notify EPA
in writing by September 5, 1984 if chey would be willing to voluntarily design
and Implement any of Che remedies described in the feasibility study.

To date, no PRP has made a comoltaent. Therefore, the Agency must select
an alternative in this ROD and Implement the alternative with the Hazardous
Substances Response Fund. The Agency will seek recoupment for th« expenditure
from the Fund through too HUAI, V""* U. t-iu f.'.ed.

Alternatives Evaluation

Analytical data collected to data demonstrates that contaminated groundwater
has exposed some well owners to a significant health hazard and threatens others
with exposure. Therefore, in accordance with i 300.68(e)(l) of the NCP, EPA has
considered initial, remedial measures (IRMs) to limit the exposures or threatened
exposures.

*>
Baaed on an evaluation of the existing wacer quality from wells in the

shallow aquifer and the availability of other uncontamlnated sources of potable
water in the area, four schemes for alternate water supplies were considered for
evaluation.

1. Extend the exirting public waterlines , >','>v.
,2. Install indlvlcual treatnent units to each residence/facility
3. Install individual water supply wells into the tower Bydrologic Zone
4. Install a cent, al 'Wacer supply well into che Lower Hydrologic Zone and

construct a distribution system

In order co investigate che coat-effective methods for supplying alternate
wacer supplies and to compare all1 alternatives on an equal basis, a Target Area
waa identified, which included the residences/facilities where the water quality
is currently being affected by the landfill or where the potential for future •
contamination is significant. The Target area Includes the Uoytko residence, Che
Operating Engineers School, and the Meeclng House along Route 71 (Red Uon Road)
and the Martin, Webb, Baker, HcCaffery, Outten, Andrews, and cwo Wagner residences
along Rouce 13 (Dupont Highway). A total of eleven residences/facilities were
identified in the Target Area as shown In figure 3.

In addition to the Target area, che coses were developed for providing an
alternate water supply to all residents adjacent co che landfill property, should
groundwater in these areas also be contaminated or should the potential for future
contamination be significant The additional areas include che residences along
Rouce 71, west co Route 7j residences along Rouce 13, southwesc Co Dragon Neck
Road; and residences and other facilities along Governor Lea Road, becween Route 7
and .Route. 13, . This. area,, which includes_all residences adjacent co the landfill
area"has~b"een termed che Expanded area. •••-•——————————•———'•'•———"
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The first alternative, extension of Che exlscing public wacerlines, would
"̂ clude extending the 16-inch municipal waterlines from both the Route 7/Route
,* intersection and the Dragon Neck Road/Route 13 intersection to the Target
Area. The main lines would be extended along Route 71 to the school/meeting
house and along Route 13 to the Andrews residence. This option would entail
about 12,5.00 lineal feet of waterline extension (see figure 4). If Governor Lea
Road were included an additional 2,400 lineal feet would be needed. All access
and rlghtof-ways for inocallacion of the waterlines would be along existing
highways. The water line may be suspended along the bridge to cross Red Lion
Creek.

According to the Focus Feasibility Scudy, the coat for extension of the
existing 16 inch public waterlines is estimated to be $795,800.00. If che
addlcional 31 residences/facilities were Included and the waterline extended
through Governor Lea Road, the cost is estimated to be $976,700.00. No operation
and maintenance costs are necessary since the water supply lines will be owned by
a private water company, not the State agency.

The second alternative, installation of individual treatment units to each
residence/facility, would consist of carbon filters for organics and synthetic
resin filters for iron and manganese. The filter units would be installed on the
main waterlines leading to the residence. The carbon would be replaced every
six months and the synthetic resin every year, In addition, sampling would be
performed quarterly for volatile organics, iron and manganese and once a year for
a full Hazardous Substance List scan. There is one special circumstance to note.
Since the well on the Wagner property has been collapsed and Is no longer usable,
-'his alcarnati'/e includes, drilling a new well into an uncontaminated aquifer co _
^ervlce these :wo residences. No water .treatment would be required for these ' .
residences.

The cocal cost for treatment and maintenance over a 30 year period in the
Target area if estimated to be 5381,500.00-̂  If the additional 31 residences were
Included, Che cotal coses would'be $1̂ 260,500.00.

The third alternative, installation of individual water supply wells into
the lower hydrologlc zone, consists of drilling a 4 inch well co approximately
450 feet in depth with an outer steel casing in Che upper 100 feec of che well
Co prevent cross contamination. A submersible pump would be installed in each
well. .

Iron treatment filters would also be provided for each well. Operation and
maintenance would include water sample monitoring and replacement of che iron
filters. Estimated costs for the Target area are $687,400.00. If the addlcional
31 residences were Included, che total costs would be $2,623,600.00.

The fourth alternative, installation of a central wacer supply well and discri-
bution system, consists of drilling one six inch well to a depth of approximately
500 feec. Again Che upper 100 feec would be oucer steel cased. The distribution

_3ysceiii_would consisc of a 100,000. gallon scorage cank and eighc_irich_wacer lines. .,
"in'addicion Co Che deep well, a four inch observacion well will be Ihscalled Co
monitor che Upper Hydrologlc Zone of che Pocoraac. Operation and maintenance

004559
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include water supply monitoring to Insure quality of the water and general service
and upkeep charges for maintenance of the system. Estimated cosca for the Target
Area are $1,024,900.00. If the additional 31 residences were included, the total
coats would be $1,960,000.00. Table 2 shows the cost summary from the Focused
Feasibility Study.

Community Relations/Responaiveness Summary

The Focused Feasibility Study of the four alternatives supplies for drinking
water to residences near the Tybouta Corner Undfill was presented to the public
on August 13, 1984 at a public meeting conducted by EPA. Prior to this public
meeting, EPA Community Relation staff sent news releases announcing the Meting to
all area media, public officials, and concerned residents. In addition, the
Focused Feasibility Study document was placed in site Information repositories
located at the City of New Castle Library and.the Delaware City Library.

The public meeting, held at the Gunning Bedford Junior High School, had
representatives from both EPA and DNREC in attendance. Approximately 125 citizens
attended the meeting. Copies of che Focused Feasibility Study were distributed..
Project Officer, Roy Schrock, presented the 'alternatives as outlined in the stiMy
document. Many members of the audience had anticipated what the alternatives would
be and had made their personal decisions. Therefore, following an explanation of
the RI/FS process, and prior to a description of the four alcernacives, che cicizens
voiced their opinions.

•Throughout the entire two and a half hour meeting, continuous support for
extension'of existing Wilatngton Suburban waterlines was obvious. In fact, the
meeting cane to a point where a show of hands was called for anyone who did not
think public water lines should.be extended. Out of approximately 125 people,
only 2 raised their hands. It was very clear by the close of the meeting that
these people feel very strongly that all homes in the expanded area should be
connected to the Wilmington Suburban public water supply lines. To these people
no other option was acceptable. •

During the public consent period, which lasted from August 13ch until
August 27th, virtually every resident within Che Expanded area wrote to support the
extension of public water to che entire expanded area. The chief concerns voiced
in these commencs were: Che stress and agony of daily reliance on bottled water;
declining property values; and future uncertainty about the direction and flow
of groundwater contamination.

Consistency With Other Environmental Laws

The installation of waterlines on properties off alee from Tybouta Corner
Landfill will be done in compliance wich any State or local laws. Any pennies
required before or during construction will be obtained.

10
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TOTAL PROJECT COST SUMMART* FOR ALTERNATIVE WATER SUPPLIES
TTBOUTS CORNER LANDFILL
KEW CASTLE COUNTT. DE

TARGET AREA
(U RESIDENCES/

____ FACILITIES')

Alternative I: Extend Existing
Public Water Lines

Alternative II: Provide Treatment
to Individual Wells

Alternative III; Install Individual
Water Supply UtlU

Alternative IV: Install Central
Water Supply Well andDistribution System 51,024,900 51,960,000

Total Initial Capital Costs and Total Present

ce Cost.
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Reeomnended Alternative

Section 300.68 (e)(l) of the National Contingency Plan (NCP) [40 CFR §300.68
(e)(l)] states that "initial remedial measures can and should begin
before final selection of an appropriate remedial action If such measures
are determined co be feasible and necessary to limit exposure or threat of
.̂ î-.rc. tc .T significant health or environmental hazard and if such measures
are cost-effective."

Based on evaluation of each of the proposed alternatives, the comments
received from the public and Information from the Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC), we recommend the extension of existing
public water lines to provide service to all 42 residences/facilities surrounding
the landfill property. This alternative is feasible, effective in limiting the
exposure or threatened exposure to contaminated drinking water, and is cost-
effective.

,»
First, extension of public .water supplies is technologically feasible. No

new source of water supply is needed due co Che fact that water lines already
exist within several hundered feet of the area.

. • Secondly, extension of the public water supply is more effective than ' "'''
.the o.ther alternatives. The water quality is consistent and complies with drinking
ater standards that are monitored by the Delaware Department of Health. This,
availability of drinking water for the hones will be on a long-term basis. The
public water supply will eliminate the day to day fears of drinking contaminated
or potentially contaminated groundwater. Many letters received in che publi'c
comment period describe Che confidence che public shows in che reliability of a
public water supply. • • '•;••

•» !•':'•
Thirdly, Che extension of public water supply is cost-effective, especially i

when considering the 42 homes/facilities surrounding the landfill. Since public ' •'.
water is the only long-term safe and realistic solution for all che 11 homes in
Che Targec area, che benefits Co expand che scope of work to include all 42 homes
are tremendous. It is Important to note chat when extending che wacer lines co
Che Cargec area che lines will already go by homes in che Expanded area. The
only additional wacer lines needed Co serve Che Expanded area will be on • [
Governor Lea Road. Also Che operation and maintenance coses will be assumed by LV
che public wacer supply company. "

12 J'i 000085



The following is a Use of benefits which clearly add to the effectiveness
of the public water solution for all 42 residences/facilities.

a. The costs for additional hookups are minimal (approximately $600/hone).

b. Since no assurance can be made that the landfill contamination wiU not,
affecc Che other 31 home owners in the Expanded area, anxiety of the
residents will be eliminated.

c. There are obvious cost benefits to be realized in the future remedial
actions at the site. Ho one will have to spend time and money to predict

. what the effects of further work at the site will be on residential water
quality due to che landfill contaminant plume management. It allows
maximum flexibility in managing the landfill and locally contaminated
aquifers in the next phase of remedial action. If only a few were
connected to public water, continuous monitoring would be needed for
the expanded area. If further investigation revealed a need to hook up
more residences, the cost for remobillzlng would most likely be greater
than hookups in the present effort. (i

d. Precedent exists in Delaware for pay-back by che wacer company for some
portion of the initial investment in che water line if future expansion
occurs in Che area.

e. The nearby Getty refinery presently has wells capable ,of producing large
' volumes of water near the landfill and additional wells have been proposed

by the Artesian Hater Company within a few miles of Che site. Providing
public water to all residences around the landfill eliminates State p
concerns that use of existing or new wells could drastically alcer
groundwacer flows and affect che residential wells.

f. The proposed extension of public water will be a pare of che larger
solution and the final remedial action. The waterlines will not have j '•'
to be taken ouc in Che fucure. I;::

i v.;
The following list summarizes the drawbacks which prevent any recommendation | ,

of che ocher alternatives in che Focused Feasibility Study. '•;•

a. All ocher alternatives proposed using local wacer supplies. Even wher. I,,1,
using a "clean" aquifer chere is some degree of risk associaced wich local K'
water. There is a potential, however small, for future wacer quality
problems Co arise.

b. Providing treatment co individual wells presents a major concern in terms
of operaclon and maintenance responsibilities. Typically, home owners do
not provide che constant attention that is required Cor these types of

.* s. 00008G
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"^ txeatmenc ayscema. The time and money commitments necessary for proper
operation and maintenance are beyond Che average home owner.

c. DNREC does not have che resources to Initiate an operation and
maintenance program for the other alternatives. .

State RtconnendatioM

Th« DNREC caveats on the Focused Feasibility Study state, "Alternative I
is ... the only option which does provide a safe reliable solution to the
situation. We therefore support Option 4 of Alternative I and believe that any
other alternative la unsatisfactory."

In regard to the recommendation to serve only the Target area or Include the
Expanded area, DNREC was not definitive. Their letter did note that if only the
Target area were served, the costs should Include the resources necessary for
additional monitoring of water supplies'. "This adds to the cost of the
alternative and presents an additional burden on state resources which must be
considered In any cost analysis." ^

Proposed Action

We request your approval for the extension of existing public water lines
to the 42 residences/facilities in che Expanded area surrounding the property
where Tybouts Corner Landfill is located.

• Project Schedule '
I '
! - Receive Cooperative Agreement application from DNREC —— October i?84

- Award Cooperacive Agreement for design and construction — November 1984
- Start construction -• "• • •— •' ' "- ••• ••——•" ••••"•• December 1984
- Complete construction ———•——•——————————•—- February 1985

il> '"
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